
Homestead Community Land Trust Bylaws 

Adopted January 12, 1992 by the consensus of the membership. 

Article I                                            
NAME  

The name of this group is the Homestead Community Land Trust, referred to in these 
bylaws as the "Land Trust.  " 

Article II                               
MEMBERSHIP 

1 Membership is open to everyone who agrees with the statement of purpose, agrees to 
abide by consensus decision-making, pays annual dues (unless waived), and attends 
at least one meeting of the Land Trust each year.   

2 Dues are annual and will be $1 per $1000 of yearly income, or as agreed at the annual 
meeting.  An individual's dues may be waived by the agreement of the delegates at a 
monthly meeting.   

3 Two kinds of members are recognized by these bylaws: 
a Leasing members - members who lease and live or work in buildings on Land Trust 

land; and  
b General members - members who don't lease from the Land Trust.   

4 Every member is free to: 
a  participate in the membership meetings and consensus decision-making of the 

Land Trust, 
b  participate in nominating and electing delegates and organizers, 
c  run for office of delegate and organizer, 
d  initiate proposals, and 
e  receive the notices, agendas, and reports that are due for meetings of the general 

membership, workgroups, and delegates.   
5    The participation of the membership is a critical element in the decision-making of the 

Land Trust.  In accordance with these bylaws and the consensus guidelines, the 
membership decides: 
a who will be delegates and organizers, 
b the amount of dues, and, along with the delegates,       
c  whether Land Trust land is to be sold, 
d  what the "Equity-Affordability Balance" will be, 
e  whether the Land Trust's Articles or Bylaws will be amended, and 
f  whether the Land Trust dissolves.   

6    Meeting notices with agendas will be given to each member either mailed out seven 
days in advance or delivered five days in advance of such meetings.   
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7 The Land Trust's Annual Meeting will be in the fourth quarter of each year.  At a time 
and place decided by the delegates, year-end reports will be given by the delegates 
and organizers, dues will be assessed and collected, persons nominated for office will 
speak, elections of delegates and organizers will be held, and other affairs may be 
decided on, all of which must be outlined in reasonable detail in the Annual 
Report/Annual Meeting notice and agenda which all members are to receive a month 
beforehand.   

8 Regular meetings of the membership will be scheduled (times and places) at the 
Annual Meeting by the membership.   

9 Special meetings of the membership can be called by one-fifth of the membership, or 
by the delegates.  In either case, a written and signed petition for the special meeting 
must be given to the Legal/Policy Organizer (LPO, equivalent of “president” of Land 
Trust).  Immediately upon receipt of the petition, the LPO is responsible for scheduling 
the special meeting eight days from that date and, within a day’s time, mailing out the 
required meeting notices and agendas to all members.  Only matters petitioned on and 
included in the agenda may be decided on at such special meetings.   

10 All membership meetings are open to any person who agrees not to disrupt the 
meetings.  Disagreements on the issues at hand can be voiced and are not considered 
disruptive in themselves.  However, anti-democratic, violent, sexist, racist, or other 
bigoted behavior will be considered disruptive and will be stopped by removing anyone 
responsible for such disruption.   

11 Minutes of all membership meetings will be recorded by the Membership Organizer 
(MO, equivalent of "secretary" of Land Trust), or by some responsible person approved 
by the MO.  Minutes for every membership meeting will be approved by the 
membership at the next membership meeting.  A copy of the minutes of the Annual 
Meeting of the membership will be available to all members within a month of that 
meeting.   

12 A quorum of the membership will consist of 5% of the membership, as recorded by the 
Membership Organizer.  No decisions can be made at meetings where a quorum is not 
present.  If a quorum is not present at the Annual Meeting of the membership, the 
meeting must be rescheduled.   

13 Decision-making will, as much as possible, be by consensus of the membership, a 
quorum being assembled.  When consensus is blocked, the Land Trust's adopted 
consensus guidelines describe in detail how to unblock or how to go around a block.  
Critical to the workings of consensus decision-making is the agreement that all voices 
be listened to and all concerns taken to heart by the group which makes each decision.   
a  Before any decision is made, the exact language of the proposal considered will be 

recorded and then read aloud by the Membership Organizer, and all members 
present will be encouraged to express their opinions on the proposal.   

b  Elections will be sought by consensus, though balloting will be used to ensure 
accurate records and the personal independence of each member's choices for 
delegates and organizers.  The exact procedures or the elections of delegates and 
organizers are described in Articles III.3-7 and IV.2-3.   
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c  Sale of Land Trust land requires the consensus of any members leasing the 
holdings in question, and approval by 75%  of the membership present and by 75% 
of the delegates present at their respective meetings (if separate), though complete 
consensus will be sought.   

ARTICLE III    DELEGATES (EQUIVALENT OF "BOARD OF DIRECTORS") 

1 The number of delegates will be a multiple of three, corresponding to the three types of 
delegates.  To reach a balance between a diverse mix of people and a workable size, 
the Land Trust will seek to have six to twelve delegates.   

2 The three types of delegates voice the concerns of the Land Trust's three 
constituencies: (prospective) leasing members, general members, and the community 
at large.   

3 Nominations for the office of delegate can only be made by members, at least a month 
before the Annual meeting to be included in meeting notice, or can be made from floor 
if nominating another Land Trust member.   
a  Leasing members can nominate other leasing members as their delegate 

candidates, unless there aren't yet any leasing members; then prospective leasing 
members nominate delegate candidates.  If there aren't enough leasing member 
delegate candidates, then and only then may general members nominate 
(prospective) leasing member delegate candidates.   

b  General members can nominate any other general member for their delegate 
candidates.  If there aren't enough general member delegate candidates, then and 
only then can leasing members nominate general member delegate candidates.   

c  Community delegates are neither leasing members nor general members, but help 
to voice the concerns of and build bridges with the broader community.  They must 
be nominated at least a month before the annual meeting by members who first 
consult with folks in the neighborhoods where the Land Trust works, with 
community groups, and with others supportive of the Land Trust.   

4  Elections will be done by consensus if possible, or by a majority of the members 
present and voting at the Annual Meeting, a quorum being assembled, using the 
process below:  
a  Separate votes will be taken for the three different types of delegates.  A candidate 

can only run for one type of delegate position.   
b  Each member may vote for one candidate for each open position for each type of 

delegate.   
c  Where no candidate gets half the votes, a second round of voting will be held to 

elect one of the two candidates receiving the most votes in the first round.   
5 a  Vacancies left by the resignation or removal of any delegate: 

i  May be filled by the remaining delegates (even if they're not a quorum) by 
simple majority; or 

ii  May be by consensus left vacant (until the next Annual Meeting) if there is still at 
least one delegate of each type.   
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b  Whoever is elected to fill a vacancy must voice to the concerns of the constituency 
in question.   

c  Replacement delegates will serve until the next Annual Meeting when they may be 
re-elected or replaced by the usual way described above.   

6  Terms of delegates: 
a The first delegates elected will serve one year.   
b  At the second Annual Meeting, delegates will be elected and then mutually agree to 

or draw by lot one year, two year, or three year terms to create overlapping 
beginnings and endings of terms.   

c  From the third Annual Meeting on, all terms will be three years.   
d  Terms of delegates elected at Annual Meetings start at the adjournment of the 

meeting.  Terms of replacement delegates start immediately after they accept their 
election by the other delegates.   

7  Re-election limits are two terms or 6 years as delegate, whichever is greater.   
8  a  Any delegate can resign at any time by giving written notice to the Legal and Policy 

Organizer (LPO).  Unless the resignation says otherwise, it will be effective 
immediately.   

b  Any delegate absent from three consecutive regular delegates' meetings will be 
considered to have resigned, and the other delegates will nominate and elect a 
replacement, unless the other delegates recognize good cause for the absences 
and a continuing commitment to being a delegate.  The absent delegate will be 
mailed written notice by the LPO at least a week prior to the meeting where a 
replacement election would occur, if such good cause and commitment are not 
shown and/or accepted.  A delegate absent from two consecutive regular delegates' 
meetings can be given the above-defined notice that their position will be assumed 
vacant at the next (third) meeting, and a replacement chosen at that third meeting.   

9 Removal of delegates: any delegate may be removed by the following steps it the 
membership decides that the delegate acted in any way which may harm the Land 
Trust.   

 a  A written statement detailing the delegate's specific behaviors seen as harmful must 
be presented to the Legal and Policy Organizer (LPO, or one of the other organizers 
if the LPO is in question).  Any member may present such a statement.   

b  The organizer receiving the statement will deliver or mail within three days a copy of 
the statement to the delegate in question.   

c  A hearing group will be formed, consisting of three Land Trust members, to consider 
the statement regarding the delegate’s acts.  Within a week of the statement being 
mailed by the organizer, one member of the hearing group will be selected by the 
delegates not considered for removal, who will consult with the member presenting 
the statement in choosing a person who will fairly consider the statement.  The 
second member will be chosen by the delegate in question, or if such a choice isn’t 
made within a week of the organizer’s mailing of the statement to the delegate in 
question, then this second member will also be chosen within another week by the 
delegates not in question.  Within a week of the second member’s  selection, the 
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third member will be chosen by the first two, but if this doesn’t happen, the third 
member will be chosen within another week by the delegates not in question.   

d  The hearing will be held within a week of the selection of the third member of the 
hearing group.  Both the member presenting the statement and the delegate in 
question will present their views in the presence of the other.  After the hearing, the 
three members chosen will prepare a report detailing their findings and making 
some recommendation(s) for or against removal.  Consensus will be sought, though 
if it’s not reached a majority decision will be made with each of the three members 
writing their views of the matter.  The report will be completed and given to the LPO 
(or other organizer) within a week of the hearing.   

e  If removal is not recommended, the proceedings end.  If removal is recommended, 
a regular or special general membership meeting will be held, within a month of the 
report being received by the organizer, where the membership can hear from the 
delegate in question and the member presenting the statement, and then make their 
decision preferably by consensus, but by simple majority if necessary.  Members’ 
notices for the meeting will each include a copy of the recommendation report, and 
will be sent at least a week in advance.   

10  Delegate meetings: 
a  Notice of all delegate meetings (except emergency ones described below) will be 

mailed at least a week beforehand or delivered at least five days beforehand. Notice 
for each meeting will include the agenda and minutes from the previous meeting.   

b  Waiver of notice: Any delegate may waive any notice required by these bylaws.  
Any delegate who attends a meeting, after not receiving notice for it, will be 
considered to have waived notice for it, unless they request at the time that their 
protest be recorded in the meeting’s minutes.   

c  The delegates' annual meeting will be held within a month after the general 
membership's annual meeting.   

d  Delegates will meet at least every two months at times and places they choose and 
notify the membership of.   

e  Special and emergency meetings: Special meetings of the delegates may be called 
by one-fifth of the members or by any of the delegates.  Notice must be given as in 
III.10a  above, unless three of the delegates decide that  an emergency meeting 
needs to be called very quickly.  Notice of emergency meetings will include what’s 
on the agenda and who called the meeting, and will be delivered by phone or in 
person to all delegates by every reasonable effort.  At any special or emergency 
meeting of the delegates, only the items on the agenda may be acted on unless all 
delegates are present and agree to act on other matters.   

11 Delegate meeting procedures: 
a  Open meetings: All delegate meetings are open to the public, except when the 

delegates have voted, in an open meeting, to go into a confidential session.   
b  A motion to go into confidential session must state the nature of the issues being 

considered at that session, with no other matters being considered.  The only 
binding action that may be taken in confidential sessions are those involving real 
estate options in accordance with III.12b(1) below.  Only delegates will attend 
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confidential sessions, except when delegates request the presence of anyone 
whose knowledge is needed or who is a subject of the discussion.  Confidential 
sessions don’t require minutes to be taken, but if they are taken they’ll be included 
in those of the open meeting where the delegates decided to hold a confidential 
session.  The only matters which may be considered in confidential session are: 
i  The negotiating or securing of real estate purchase options or contracts; 
ii  Applications of persons seeking to lease land and/or housing, purchase housing, 

or arrange financing from the Land Trust; and 
iii Workers' issues including hiring, contracts, evaluations, relations agreements, 

arbitration, grievances, problem solving actions, or law suits involving the Land 
Trust where premature public knowledge could harm the Land Trust or its 
workers.  Nothing here limits workers' freedoms to have public hearings on their 
concerns.   

c  A quorum at a delegates' meeting will be a simple majority given the presence of at 
least one of each type.   

d  Delegate decisions will be made by consensus.  When consensus is blocked, first 
unblocking will be tried and only then will majority voting be used, except where 
there must be consensus.   

e  Minutes of all (but some confidential) delegates' meetings will be recorded by the 
Membership Organizer (MO), or by someone who volunteers and is approved by 
the MO, and will be approved by the delegates at their next meeting.  Each member 
and delegate will receive a copy of each meeting's minutes and the time of the next 
meeting.  All minutes will be kept as a permanent record, and will be available for 
any member of the Land Trust to see and copy.   

12  Responsibilities of the delegates include carrying out the Land Trust's purposes and 
daily workings, and the decisions of the membership.  The delegates will: 
a  Be responsible for preparing, approving, and distributing a written Annual Report to 

the membership.  The report will include: 
i  A sum-up of the activities in the year ending, and plans for the year coming; 
ii  A general description of the Land Trust's present financial condition in term most 

people will understand; and 
iii  A list of all Land Trust land, housing and other facilities, and leases of any of 

these.   
b  Develop and agree on an annual budget for the next fiscal year before it starts.   
c  Be responsible for Land Trust people - organizers, workers, workgroups, and others 

affiliated - doing what they commit to do for the Land Trust.   
d  Look into any possible conflicts of interest within the Land Trust.   
e  Make sure Land Trust money is deposited in appropriate accounts (escrows, 

equities, operations, organizing, etc.).   
f  Decide who signs and how on Land Trust documents such as deeds, leases, 

contracts, checks, drafts, endorsements, notes, etc.   
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g Put into the trust land, with or without anything on it, through donation, purchase, or 
otherwise.  Do this in ways seen by the delegates as wisely furthering the purposes 
Of the Land Trust.   

h  Make land accessible to the disadvantaged members of the community through 
leases or other ways in accordance with these bylaws' sections on stewardship and 
affordability. 

i  Work to make homeownership affordable to all people, and workplaces available 
and affordable to worker-run and small firms and community services.   

j Buy back housing and other improvements on Land Trust land from residents 
selling them at prices based on the Equity-Affordability Balance in accordance with 
these bylaws.   

k  Develop the resources needed to put land and all that's on it into the Land Trust, 
and make the Land Trust stay alive and grow.   

13  Delegates can also make decisions to: 
a  Begin and end working relationships with advisors and consultants to the Land 

Trust.   
b  Bring to the workers and membership decisions about the Land Trust staff.   
c  Help start workgroups as needed or wanted for furthering the purposes of the Land 

Trust.  Ad hoc or temporary workgroups may be started by the delegates or by 
existing workqroups and will encourage member and community involvement.   

d  Call special meetings of the membership.   
e  Borrow and lend money as needed to further the purposes of the Land Trust.   
f  Do anything else in accordance with the articles and bylaws to organize Land Trust 

work and further its purposes.   
14  Delegates must get the approval of the membership to remove members, delegates, 

organizers, or workers, to change the articles, bylaws, Equity-Affordability Balance, or 
dues, or to dissolve the Land Trust.   

15  Conflict of interest: 
a  Before being elected (or after acquiring any possibly conflicting interest), each 

delegate will give to the Land Trust's Membership Organizer a list of all their 
property or business holdings in the Land Trust's service area.  These statements 
will be kept on permanent record for any Land Trust member to see.   

b  Delegates can't have a say in deciding on anything that would affect property or 
business holdings in which they, their relatives, personal or business associates 
have any direct substantial interest.   

ARTICLE IV    ORGANIZERS (EQUIVALENT OF "OFFICERS") 

I  The Land Trust's elected organizers will be the Legal and Policy Organizer (LPO, 
equivalent of the "president"), the Membership Organizer (MO, equivalent of the 
"secretary"), and the Acquisition and Finance Organizer (AFO, equivalent of the 
"treasurer").   
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2  The elected organizers will be chosen by the membership from the ranks of the 
delegates.  The elections will happen at the Annual Meetings of the membership.  
Candidates for these positions will be nominated by members of the respective 
workgroups at least one month before the annual meeting to be included in the Annual 
Report / Annual Meeting notice, or they can be made at the meeting.  These elections 
will happen the same way delegate elections happen with separate votes for each 
position, candidates running for only one position, members able to vote for one 
candidate for each position, and run-offs where no one gets a majority (see III.4).   

3 Terms of elected organizers will be a year unless they resign or are removed as a 
delegate or organizer.  Ceasing to be a delegate will mean ceasing to be an elected 
organizer.   

4  Removal of these organizers will happen the same way delegates are removed, with 
written statement, hearing group, hearing, recommendation, and membership decision.  
Written statements can be given to the LPO or, if the LPO is in question, to any elected 
organizer not in question, or to a delegate not in question if ail elected organizers are in 
question.   

5  Responsibilities of the Legal and Policy organizer (LPO) include: 
a  Doing and promoting skill-sharing on meeting facilitation, agenda development, and 

legal and policy work; ensuring that meeting facilitation and agenda development 
are rotated and that, in cooperation with the MO, all members are mailed or receive 
these agendas with their meeting notices.   

b  Calling special meetings of the membership or delegates when one-fifth of the 
members petition for such meetings.   

c  Carrying out tasks involved in the possible removal of Land Trust members, 
delegates, elected organizers, or workers.   

d  Keeping in monthly contact with other organizers to promote cooperation.   
e  Being responsible for other activities on which the members or delegates decide.   

6  Responsibilities of the Membership organizer (MO) include: 
a  Keeping organized and up-to-date the phone and mailing lists of all Land Trust 

members, supporters, and contacts.   
b  Making sure that all members and delegates are notified of all meetings of the 

membership and delegates in accordance with these bylaws.   
c  Making sure that proposals and decisions in membership and delegate meetings 

are accurately communicated to those present and accurately put in the minutes of 
the meetings.   

d  Making sure that minutes of all meetings of the members and delegates are taken, 
distributed to the members, and kept on permanent record for members to see.   

e  Keeping in monthly contact with other organizers to promote cooperation.   
f  Being responsible for other activities on which the members or delegates decide.   

7 Responsibilities of the Acquisition and Finance Organizer (AFO) include:  
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a  Being responsible for keeping the financial records organized and up-to-date using 
good accounting practices.   

b  Making sure that Land Trust funds are deposited in the appropriate Land Trust 
accounts.   

c  Being responsible for keeping organized, as the delegates decide, all deeds, title 
papers, leases, and other documents showing the Land Trust's financial 
involvement in land, housing, etc., and the contracts the Land Trust has with various 
people and groups.   

d  In timely and appropriate ways, making sure that all money owed to the Land Trust 
is collected, and all gifts are received.   

e  Making sure that bills are paid and funds are spent as approved by the membership 
and/or delegates.   

f  Making sure that financial reports are prepared and given to the delegates, 
including a balance sheet and income statement, at the end of each quarter of each 
fiscal year.   

g  Making sure that there is included in the Annual Reports to the membership and 
delegates a general description of the Land Trust's financial condition in terms most 
people will understand.   

h  Making sure that reports and returns required by government agencies are 
prepared and filed on time.   

i  Making sure that an annual budget is prepared before the beginning of each fiscal 
year for the approval of the membership and delegates.   

j Keeping in monthly contact with the other organizers to promote cooperation.   
k  Being responsible for other activities on which the members or delegates decide.   

ARTICLE V    STEWARDSHIP 0F COMMUNITY RESOURCES 

1 Principles of community resources stewardship: The membership will approve overall 
policies of stewardship, and the delegates will approve the specific day-to-day practices 
of stewardship, both of which will further the access to, and democratic 
decision-making on, the use of land, housing, and other facilities by people who are 
disadvantaged, disempowered, and disenfranchised.  In doing so the delegates will: 
a  Be responsive to the needs for land, housing, and other facilities, and work toward 

an equitable distribution of these by preserving and creating affordable or free 
access to them.   

b  Promote the long-term well-being and improvement of the community and the 
health of the environment.   

2  Decisions to mortgage or otherwise become in debt for Land Trust land, housing, or 
other facilities which are being used requires the approval of the delegates and of all 
leasing members directly affected.   

3  Sale of land is at odds with the Land Trust’s values and purposes, so land will be sold 
only in unusual situations.  No land will be sold without: 
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a  The written consent of all leasing members directly affected.   
b The approval of 75% of the membership present and 75% of the delegates present, 

if consensus isn't reached first, a quorum being assembled at a regular or special 
meeting after having received appropriate notice of the meeting and the proposed 
sale, and the reasons for the proposed sale.   

4  Land Trust members and delegates will help disadvantaged people acquire equity in 
and self-manage their own housing and other facilities on land trust land.  Such help 
may include but isn't limited to selling housing to residents, helping to finance such 
sales through loans, grants, or subsidies.   

5  When housing or other facilities on Land Trust land are being sold, the Land Trust will 
always be able to buy them back, at a price set by the Equity-Affordability Balance, to 
ensure their permanent affordability.   

6  The Equity-Affordability Balance returns to people, with equity in housing or other 
facilities on Land Trust land, just what they've put into their holdings, including sweat 
equity labor and a return on approved improvements.  This allows for the development 
of equity, and for the permanent affordability of these holdings.  The Equity-Affordability 
Balance will be decided on by the Land Trust's members, in accordance with the 
following Principles: 
a  To the extent possible, the balance will allow the seller to get back just what they 

put in, including sweat equity labor and a return on approved improvements, with 
value adjusted for changes in the value of the dollar, not in the real estate market.  
  

b  To the extent possible, the balance will make the price affordable to other 
disadvantaged people.   

c  To the extent possible, all sellers and prospective buyers will be treated equally.   
7 The Equity-Affordability Balance will be decided on by the consensus of the members 

and delegates present at any regular or special membership meeting, a quorum being 
assembled, with all members and delegates receiving written notice of the meeting and 
the proposed balance with an explanation of it.   

8  Changing the Equity-Affordability Balance can be done by the consensus of the 
members and delegates only if the currently agreed on balance is not furthering the 
Land Trust's purposes.  In that case, it may only be changed as follows: 
a  A proposal to change the balance must be initiated by the consensus of the 

delegates.   
b  Before such a proposal is further considered, all leasing members need to give 

written consent.   
c  If the above consent is given, a consensus of a quorum of the membership at a 

regular or special meeting will be needed to change the balance.  Appropriate 
notice must be given for the meeting including the proposal and reasons for it.   

9  The Land Trust and people with whom it has use agreements may use any kind of 
arrangement appropriate to finance housing or other facilities in accordance with the 
purposes of the Land Trust.   
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ARTICLE VI    AMENDING THE LAND TRUST'S ARTICLES AND BYLAWS 

The Land Trust's Articles and/or Bylaws may be amended only by consensus of the 
membership and of the delegates at a regular or special meeting of the membership, a 
quorum being assembled, provided that written notice of such a meeting has included the 
text and an explanation of each proposed amendment.  If consensus is blocked it may only 
be unblocked or gone around by the procedures listed in the Land Trust's adopted 
consensus guidelines.   

ARTICLE VII     DISSOLUTION 

To dissolve the Land Trust and distribute its assets in accordance with the Articles requires 
the consensus of the membership and of the delegates at a regular or special meeting of 
the membership, a quorum being assembled, provided that written notice of such a 
meeting, including a full description of the plan of dissolution, has been given to all Land 
Trust members a month in advance.   

ARTICLE VIII     MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

1  The fiscal year of the Land Trust begins on January 1 and ends on December 31 each 
year.   

2  All Land Trust funds not otherwise employed will be deposited in such reliable 
depositories as determined by the delegates.   

3  All Land Trust checks, drafts, endorsements, notes, and evidences of indebtedness of 
the Land Trust will be signed by agents of  the Land Trust determined by the delegates.  
Endorsements for deposits to the credit of the Land Trust will be made as determined 
by the delegates.   

4  Loans, advances, notes, or other indebtedness of the Land Trust can be decided to be 
taken on only by the delegates, and only relating to specific transactions.   

5  Contracts (and/or instruments executed and delivered) involving the Land Trust's real 
property can only be entered into by an agent of the Land Trust when both the contract 
(and/or instrument) and the agent are specifically approved by the delegates.   

6  Indemnification: Any person (and the heirs, executors and administrators of such 
person) made or threatened to be made a party to any action, suit or proceeding by 
reason of the fact that she or he is or was a delegate or organizer of the Land Trust will 
be indemnified by the Land Trust (as soon as proper insurance is purchased) against 
any and all liability and the reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees and 
disbursements, incurred by her or him (or her or his heirs, executors and 
administrators) in connection with the defense or settlement of such action, suit or 
proceeding, or in connection with any appearance therein, except in relation to matters 
as to which it will be adjudged in such action, suit or proceeding that such delegate or 
organizer is liable for negligence or misconduct in the performance of her or his 
responsibilities. 
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Amended as follows January 19, 2012, by consensus of the membership: 
• King County is Homestead’s service area 
• The number of board members shall be a range of 9 to15 (amending the previous range 

of 6 to 12) 
• The annual membership meeting shall be in the 1st quarter of the year 
• Board Officers shall be President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer 
• Decision making method shall be modified Roberts Rules 
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